Chapter 6
Kinsey’s Educators
Elementary School Educator Arrested: PORTSMOUTH, Va. (AP) -An elementary educator ….was charged with having images of nude
youths and using his computer to solicit children…. [Bowen’s] home was
then searched, uncovering images of nude children and at least one image
depicting Bowen performing a sex act on a child, prosecutors
said….Bowen spent five years as a teacher in Portsmouth Public Schools
before being promoted to social studies specialist. Bowen is
married…[and] was also an assistant youth minister at a Methodist church
in Suffolk.
AP Online June 25, 2004

Eroticizing The Educators
Former Senior Policy Advisor in the Office of Educational Research
and Improvement (OERI) in the US Department of Education under
President Reagan, Charlotte Iserbyt1 documented America’s educational shift
from a focus on “learning” in locally controlled schools and concentration on
“western” views of citizenship to behavior modification that would create
unthinking, uncritical "citizens of the world" trained to obey whatever
totalitarian structure was in place.
Iserbyt’s findings are fully documented by John Taylor Gatto, former
New York teacher of the year.2 Gatto observed in his acceptance speech for
that award, that “schools don't really teach anything except how to obey
orders” despite the deep concern of “thousands of humane, caring” teachers
and aides and administrators. Says Gatto:
Our form of compulsory schooling is an invention of the state of
Massachusetts around 1850. It was resisted - sometimes with
guns - by an estimated eighty per cent of the Massachusetts
population, the last outpost in Barnstable on Cape Cod not
surrendering its children until the 1880's when the area was
seized by militia and children marched to school under guard.

Before compulsory education the Massachusetts “state
literacy rate was 98% and after it the figure never again
reached above 91% where it stands in 1990. I hope that
interests you.” Gatto concluded his speech saying that
education experts “have never been right, their "solutions"
are expensive, self-serving, and always involve further
centralization. Enough. Time for a return to Democracy,
Individuality and family. I've said my piece. Thank you.”3
Iserbyt, quotes from William Z. Foster, national chairman of the
Communist Party of the United States in her chronology of the assault on
American education. Foster, who received a state funeral in the Kremlin at
his death in 1961 in Moscow, called for:
….a U.S. Department of Education; implementation of a
scientific materialist philosophy; studies revolutionized, being
cleansed of religious, patriotic and other features of the
bourgeois ideology; students taught…. internationalism and
general ethics of a new socialist society; present obsolete
methods of teaching will be superseded by a scientific
pedagogy. ….God will be banished from the laboratories as
well as from the schools.4
Iserbyt points out that Foster’s recommendations for undermining
traditional American schooling have been enacted. OBE/mastery
learning/direct instruction (Pavlov/Skinner) is seen as "scientific pedagogy"
designed to lead to mass man. The National Education Association Created
The Educational Policies Commission (EPC) in 1932. It’s stated purpose
was to change the traditional Goals for American Education. Here we can
begin to see the critical role of “sex education” in redesigning the compliant
and self absorbed American citizen.
The EPCs volume, Education for All American Youth described how
the "Planners" would solve world problems by creating a "participatory
democracy," (unheard of publicly until twenty years later) engaging citizens
who would fulfill the dreams of the planners, eliminating local control of
schools “without seeming to do so" and launching “sex education.”
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When did the education tide wholly shift? Iserbyt nails "The forties
and fifties.” “[R]adical, un-Americans….and their paid staffs,” supported by
nonprofit foundations, catapulted their social engineering missals at “the
Constitution of the United States of America and its Bill of Rights."
In 1948, shortly after General [Brock] Chisholm [psychiatrist]
made his recommendation to banish the concept of right and
wrong, Professors B.F. Skinner and Alfred C. Kinsey
published their books, Walden Two and Sexual Behavior in the
Human Male, respectively. Skinner's novel, Walden Two,
recommended--amongst other radical things—that "children
be reared by the state, to be trained from birth to demonstrate
only desirable characteristics and behavior." Kinsey, as a
taxonomic scientist, wrested human sexuality from the
constraints of love and marriage ….a shift which would affect
the legal and medical professions.' (Emphasis added)5
Kinseyan sexuality, Benjamin Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives and B.F. Skinner’s psychological argument that children be reared
by the state, would “separate man from his God-given, freedom-providing
identity.” Now, scientists could educate humans “for the benefit of society as
a whole.” “Bloom, Kinsey and Skinner provided the ingredients for future
moral chaos with which we are struggling today at the national and
international levels.6
Dr. Harry Benjamin, a sexologist, and close friend and correspondent of
both Kinsey and the French pedophile jurist, Rene Guyon, wrote of their
collaboration in his Introduction to Guyon's 1948 book:
Many... sex activities, illegal and immoral, but widely practiced,
are recorded by both investigators... Guyon speaking as a
philosopher, and Kinsey, judging merely by empirical data... [are]
upsetting our most cherished conventions. Unless we want to
close our eyes to the truth or imprison 95 % of our male population, we must completely revise our legal and moral codes .... It
probably comes as a jolt to many, even open-minded people,
when they realize that chastity cannot be a virtue because it is not
a natural state.7
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As the Kinsey Institute and its satellite accrediting agents trained
SIECUS and Planned Parenthood as the state’s “sex educators,” Kinseyism
seeped into the huge cracks in our already crumbling educational system. As
noted in our last chapter, these arrogant pansexual elitists used AIDS as a
“health crisis” to teach all children a Chinese menu of “orientations” they
might select, homosexual, bisexual, transgendered, undecided or even
heterosexual as well as the benefits of sodomy and coitus with condoms.
Using Skinner’s operant conditioning model, Kinsey’s “outercourse” would
permeate the school environment like an Erototoxic fog.

AIDS: Erotocizing the Classroom
We cannot address the erotic classroom without looking to Planned
Parenthood. During her tenure as president of Planned Parenthood, Faye
Wattleton called AIDS a time of “rare opportunity" for Planned Parenthood
to change child rearing. Ms. Wattleton was not advocating a return to preKinsey chastity for children. She welcomed the “opportunity” to train
children, parents and teachers in “outercourse,” mutual masturbation and
oral, even anal sodomy. Dr. Lena Levine wrote in 1953:
[Planned Parenthood must]... be ready as educators and
parents to help young people obtain sex satisfaction before
marriage. By sanctioning sex before marriage we will prevent
fear and guilt….we must be ready to provide young boys and
girls with the best contraceptive measures available so they
will have the necessary means to achieve sexual satisfaction
without having to risk possible pregnancy."
(Planned Parenthood News, Summer 1953)

And PPs “Teenwire.com” website provides the naïve—or malevolent-directions for immature, noncognitive youths--teenagers. This is dated April
2004 and entitled, “Guidelines for Sex Partners.” No, not guidelines for
spouses, not even couples—these “guidelines” strongly imply multiple and
unmarried experimental “partners” for youths.
•
•
•
•

Have each other’s consent. [Are the kids high or drunk—no PP note here]
Never use pressure to get consent. [What is “pressure” – wine, grass, “please”]
Be honest with each other. [I love you, honestly now; I don’t afterward…]
Treat each other as equals. [It’s obvious--you are equal to have sex with me]
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Be attentive to each other's pleasure. [kids? What is “pleasure” and so what?]
Protect each other against physical and emotional harm. [He drops her, she gets VD]
Guard against unintended pregnancy and sexually transmitted infection. [please see
condom failure rates for adults, much less teenagers!]
Be clear with each other about what you want to do and don't want to do. [bunk]
Respect each other’s limits. [Sadism? PP already includes sodomy and coitus]
Accept responsibility for your actions. [PP doesn’t—why would kids?]

Planned Parenthood Pornographic Text Follows
With my apologies, but because this is a Planned Parenthood “teen”
site, legally (at this time) available to children on the Internet, I will reprint
just one if the less graphic frauds perpetrated on children therein by PP. It is
my belief that you, gentle reader, should have the opportunity to be aware of
PPs daily eroticization of children. Should you prefer to skip over the
following, you may just proceed to the next section on AIDS posters.
PPs “Teenwire” has a “question and answer” section for children of
any age. The following is a typical “question” with a typical answer by an
unknown educator, a sex “expert” to children, absent parental consent and
often in violation of the national laws criminalizing “contributing to the
delinquency of a minor.” An alleged teenage boy asks:
“How do i know if my girlfriend is having a real orgasm when i give
her oral sex?
The answer from the PP sex “expert” is not, (for starters), son, you
are too young for sex, have you been tested for any STDs, do your parents
know, how old are you, how old is this girl child? No, the PP answer is pure
Kinseyan/Skinnerean mechanics; the stairway to a life of disappointments,
deceit, disease and possible death.
The only way to know for sure is to ask! So you know, many
women [sic, we are talking about girls here, not women] —
about one out of three — have trouble reaching orgasm when
having sex with a partner. And most women experience
orgasm through clitoral stimulation rather than through
vaginal penetration. [sic, not necessarily, when it is a sexually
aware marital union] Some women [sic, remember, this is a
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girl not a mature woman] will fake orgasm to make their
partners feel good, to increase sexual excitement, to satisfy
their own or their partner's expectations, or just to end the
sexual activity. It is important to have a caring and open
conversation about orgasm and what a partner needs or wants
to be satisfied. But it may take time to earn the trust for a fully
honest conversation. [too much to address here, just note this
“expert” is talking to children about the ‘time’ it takes for
honesty, but that they should go ahead anyway!]
Our anonymous PP “expert” then recommends different sex play,
different ways to stimulate her clitorially and manually, etc. The “expert”
says “communication with a partner is very important,” that what “feels
good” or bad should be talked about. In passing the expert (as a recent add
on) mentions that “unprotected oral sex” can result in several STDs, although
“risks are relatively lower than those of unprotected vaginal or anal sex.
Now, having slipped in the analingus that the “boy” didn’t ask about,
our unknown PP expert tells the unidentified boy (what age?) and his little
girl friend (What age?) to lower their oral VD risks, “use a Glyde® dam to
cover the vulva or anus” insinuating the idea that the boy anally sodomize his
little girlfriend, to protect himself from oral VD.
[Signed off as] “Hope this information helps! Take care,
teenwire.comSM Editors.” [Note: Contributing to the
delinquency of minors is a crime.]

AIDS: School Sex Posters
Those who think that “educators” cannot be pedophiles and
pederasts have not been paying attention. Such adult naiveté has cost
millions of children their rightful time of innocence; those directly
violated by these “educators” and those merely prematurely
eroticized by their Kinseyan sexuality indoctrination as “education.”
Huge school posters appeared nationwide, sexy posters about
“AIDS.” Some of the school adverts are provocative just due to their
clear ‘intercourse’ subtext (“one roll-on all women want”); some
subtly include homosexual norms (AVERT at right) while others
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were designed to use the AIDS threat as a direct avenue to marketing
pornography – heterosexual, bisexual, whatever.
One poster, prominently displayed at least in the California
schools, included graphic nude drawings of a female genitalia, legs
akimbo, with the explanation that “dental dams” could be used to
prevent AIDS during anal sodomy. How nice. I have not been
informed as to whether this very huge poster (with a drawing of a very
large and very erect male phallus as well) was on display in the
lunchrooms or the bathrooms. It was published by all of the “right”
health departments for our children. Now, anyone who thinks these
kinds of posters are not being designed by pederasts and pedophiles
may just continue to dream you life away in the 1800s.
It is obvious that such focus on fulfilling ones libido must undermine
children’s ability to use their cognitive functions both in and out of
Two less graphic AIDS
posters. Note
school. In the 1950s, pre Kinsey, the United States was known as a
“couples” in
“child centered culture.” Now we are known as a “child abuse culture.” homosexual
upper and lower corners
Note several Internet child abuse crimes committed by teachers and
of AVERT advert.
other academic “professionals.” Post Kinsey’s sexual revolution,
schools and public libraries have increasingly housed predatory authorities –
women and men -- dangerous to girls and boys.8 The Miami Herald reported
a police Internet hunt for child molesters.
The Internet is a new playground for pedophiles … We’ve
arresting firemen, lawyers, judges, teachers, coaches, cops –
you name it…. The task force arrested a prominent lawyer and
former judge… [who planned to start] a sexual relationship
with a 14-year-old boy. 9
Further on in this chapter I will site a score of examples of sex abuse
in our public libraries. Why would this be? Most of us have gone to public
libraries all of our lives always wholly safe and friendly environments for
children and adults. However, child molesters now rightfully feel quite free
to carry on their activities in our public libraries due to the forceful defense of
pedophile rights by the members of our college educated American Library
Association.
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From Tax Paid Library to Tax Paid Peep Show
The ALA has battled all attempts by sane, still independent-minded
Americans to reinstate the laws of the land to protect our rights to a safe and
civilized public library that excludes known psychopaths.
One paroled pedophile, carrying a “backpack filled with pornographic
magazines” will serve “at least 15 years” for crawling under the library table
to molest “a 6-year-old girl at Hayden library” in Spokane, Washington10 as
her father walked away to get her first library card. Here, as in most of these
cases, the predator’s college degreed lawyer argued that the convicted child
molester needed more “treatment.” Reparatory pedophiles, while a just dandy
dream, has been tried for nearly 50 years with absolutely no evidence of
success, according national experience confirmed by the Government
Accounting Office.11 And, is one child victim worth 10,000 “gone straight”
pedophiles?
Ponder again; how were librarians freed from the image of a rigid,
upright lady to that of your local peep show promoter? Pedophiles freely
assault our children and adults in our libraries. They engage in their criminal
and psychopathic violations due only to the Kinseyan pansexual “training”
that American librarians have received in their universities and colleges
nationwide. And, it helps that pornographers reap a billion dollar income
from the ALA that have so eagerly financially supported.12

The American Library Association
Since the American Library Association (ALA), the Kinsey Institute,
SIECUS and Planned Parenthood, all have been publicly funded by the
pornography industry (The Sex Industrial Complex), on the evidence, these
entities have measurable conflicts of interest between their service to society
and their service to their pornography patrons. As a member of “The Media
Coalition,” partly funded by pornographers, the ALA had often acted as a
friend of pornographers in court cases (see Freedom to Read for names of the
coalition members).
In New York v. Ferber (458 U.S. 103, 1982) the ALA argued for
Ferber, a child pornographer. The New York Court of Appeals, the highest
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court in New York, had ruled in a 5 to 2 decision, that as children were
“actors” in pornography, that should be legal “expression.”

The Playboy, NAMBLA, ALA Connection
The ALA agreed with the five judges, (one of whom, late Chief Judge
Sol Wachler) was convicted in a brutal case of sexual harassment and allied
charges) claimed, in this case, that parents and guardians could use, coerce or
force their children of all ages--to be filmed or photographed in “Sexual
Conduct.” The conduct that the ALA wanted legalized for children—under
16 years was specifically defined as follows:
….actual or simulated sexual intercourse, deviate sexual
intercourse, sexual bestiality, masturbation, sado-masochistic
abuse or lewd exhibition of the genitals.13
The U.S. Supreme Court unanimously ruled against Ferber in 1982
noting this would legalize child sexual abuse—although only as a for-profit
business venture. What was the ALA defense? The librarians explained to
the benighted justices on the court that child sexual abuse, for profit, had
become freedom of expression. Now, had Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg,
American Civil Liberties Union member, been on the court at the time, the
decision may not have been unanimous. For, this justice has argued that:
The age of consent for sexual acts must be lowered to 12 years
of age. Prostitution must be legalized. She wrote, "Prostitution
as a consensual act between adults is arguably within the zone
of privacy protected by recent constitutional decisions."14
In 1994 the ALA plea was repudiated by the United States Court of
Appeals District of Columbia in its defense of the Sex Industrial Complex –
its child pornographers.15 Just the year before, in 1993, San Francisco’s ALA
gave its library rooms to NAMBLA (the North American Man Boy Love
Association) as a meeting place.
The Portrero Hill branch of the San Francisco Public Library
on a Saturday afternoon: downstairs, children -- some with
parents, some by themselves. And upstairs, this scene captured
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by our Target 4 hidden camera. This is the regular monthly
meeting of NAMBLA, the North American Man-Boy Love
Association. This is not a counseling session, not an attempt
to help NAMBLA members control their lust for children.
Quite the opposite. On this day the group discussed putting
together a calendar of nude boys as a fundraiser.16
The local television station, KRON broadcast their report by Gregg
Lyon, noting the NAMBLA mission is to help their members meet and
molest children safely. They hold “regular monthly meetings in a branch of
the San Francisco Public Library. We're talking about children as young as
three years old.” Playboy Entertainment Group, Inc. ("Playboy") and Graff
Pay-Per-View ("Graff")
The use of our tax funded facilities and the ALA’s reputable prestige
to aid pederasts and child pornographers, reveals a financial and personal
commitment by ALA leaders. These men and women would normalize a
historically "anti-American" cultural standard – that is, adult sexual assault of
children. These are not what one might call nice people. Where are all those
uptight, unmarried lady librarians when you need them?

Freedom to Read or Freedom to Rape?
That the ALA’s pornographer elite
control our tax funded public libraries and
librarians is impressively demonstrated by the
union’s refusal to filter criminally violent
pornography, even from children, despite a
mandate from elected American legislators.
And, Playboy money given to The American
Library Association’s “Freedom To Read
Foundation”17 (“A Look at the Playboy
Foundation’s record” right) can be found
influencing ALA’s support of pornographers in
scores of judicial cases.
A covert cash and conscience conflict
of interest is significant when the ALA works
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to bring into our libraries previously prohibited “harmful matter” produced
by one of its financial patrons. For example, beyond Ferber, the ALA
defended Playboy v. United States, 945 F. Supp. 772 (1996) via its “Freedom
to Read Foundation” (below). The American people were trying to eliminate
“signal bleed, the partial reception of sexually explicit adult cable television
programming in the homes of nonsubscribers to that programming.” Here
comes the ALA and its handmaidens--riding ram shod over the public interest
to rescue their benighted pornographic patrons:
OF (PLAYBOY) COUNSEL: Michael A. Bamberger, Esquire and
Margaret A. Jacobs, Esquire, of Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal, New
York, New York, Attorneys for Amici Curiae, American Booksellers
Foundation for Free Expression, Association of American Publishers,
Counsel for Periodical Distributors of The Americas, Feminists for Free
Expression, Freedom to Read Foundation, Interactive Digital Software
Association, International Periodical Distributors Association, Motion
Picture Association of America, Inc., National Association of College
Stores, Inc., National Association of Recording Merchandisers, Periodical
and Book Association of America, Inc., Publishers Marketing Association,
of America, Inc., and Video Software Dealers Association. [Emphasis
added]18

How often must it be repeated that viewing coarse, graphic, violent or
sexual pictures structurally shapes and alters the child brain/mind/memory,
with brain tissue “molded” by excitatory, anxiety provoking media.19 For
roughly four decades our children have been guinea pigs for unconscionable
“entertainment” brain experiments. The disastrous results are seen all around
us. They can no longer be denied.
That the ALA is in direct conflict with the majority of the tax paying
public is visible by studying not only the hostile reactions of the polity to the
current ALA turning our public libraries into local dirty book store
monopolies, but to the concerns of the public regarding the media itself as
“harmful matter” which should not be provided to vulnerable adults or
youths.
Well, corporate pornography is documented as a billion dollar
commercial enterprise, financially allied with most major media outlets from
Warner to Fox and Disney (more on that in another book). The original New
York vs. Ferber decision to legalize child pornography was censored by the
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national media. It showed up only as a New York Times editorial, supporting
the early decision to legalize all child pornography of all aged children as
“freedom of speech.” Meanwhile, the pornography that is found in rapes and
murders is rarely of interest to the controlled media.
As inexpensive as are computers now, only the most out of control
predators would risk using pornography in a public library.
Meanwhile all across the nation, well educated and economically
secure friends, neighbors, educators, judges, lawyers, doctors,
college presidents and Nobel prize winners have been arrested
for possession of child pornography as well as for child sexual
abuse. Anybody notice that we have changed and that we are
now an environmentally triggered mass sexual abuse culture?

Sexual Abuse Of Students Explodes
Hofstra University professor
Charol Shakeshaft

The March 10, 2004 edition of Education Week (Caroline
Hendrie, “Sexual Abuse by Educators is Scrutinized”) reports the results of a
study "Educator Sexual Misconduct: A Synthesis of Existing Literature" by
Hofstra University professor Charol Shakeshaft. Shakeshaft, commissioned
by the Bush administration to do a literature search of existing studies on this
subject, concluded that “the physical sexual abuse of students in schools is
likely more than 100 times the abuse by priests.”

And no wonder! It turns out that seminarians in the Catholic church
as well as teachers in the nation’s schools were all sexually “trained”
(Skinner’s operant conditioning) by Kinseyan sex “educators.” Millions of
children might be victims of sexual misconduct by teachers or other public
school employees. Shakeshaft found that roughly 10 percent of students have
been targeted with unwanted sexual attention by school employees, from
libidinous remarks to rape, says the report.
Backing up Shakeshaft’s findings, Grettje Timmerman reported in her
paper on sexual harassment by teachers and peers that teacher sexual
harassment was a stunning 20% for girls and 8% for boys, while 87% of girls
and 71% of boys reported having been sexually harassed by another student.
Several other studies confirm that sexual harassment in secondary schools is
widespread and a “frequent public occurrence in the school culture…Girls
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experience sexual harassment more often and experience qualitatively more
severe, physically intrusive, and intimidating forms of harassment than do
boys.” See my Chapter on the FBI and DOJ data reducing child sexual abuse
for more detail. 20

Survivors Of Educator Abuse Emerge (Sesame)
While judges, prosecutors and doctors have been convicted of child
sexual abuse, child predators independently and organizationally, seek out
jobs or volunteer where they can have legitimate and easy access to children
in libraries, and schools as music, team coaches youth leaders and such. The
pederast magazine Palavar warns molesters how to avoid arrest while
obtaining children.
If you want to spend all your time with
children you must have a legitimate
reason for doing so; as a teacher helping
children learn…as a social worker
helping children in difficulties; as a play
or youth leader helping children to enjoy
their leisure time…child care, youth work,
teaching… charity and voluntary
organizations catering for the needs of
children; there is the Free School
movement; children’s rights’ and various
alternative life-style projects…We believe
that a paedophile relationship is no less
legitimate and no more potentially
harmful to a child than a normal parental
relationship.”21 [Emphasis added.]
“SESAME,” which calls itself “A Voice for the Prevention of Sexual
Exploitation, Abuse, and Harassment of Students by Teachers and Other
School Staff,” points to a toxic, predatory subset of the teaching population.
SESAME reports that the Journal of Education Research (1991) finds in its
"Survey of high school graduates …13.5% of those surveyed said they had
engaged in sexual intercourse with a teacher.”22
In yet another survey reported by SESAME, “The best estimate is that
15% of students will be sexually abused by a member of the school staff
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during their school career.” 23 And, “Many abusers are in positions of power
or trust in relation to their victims which makes it easier to overcome a child's
resistance.”24
Five Pedophile Headmasters:
With today’s opportunities to eroticize
the library and the school, responsible
adults are obliged to question which of
those adults “helping” children on
sexuality issues are themselves child
molesters or their naïve supporters. We
now know Kinsey, for example,
….was deeply influenced by five
paedophile headmasters who
were quite clear they had very
warm relationships with young
adolescent boys of twelve or
thirteen [in one New England
area].25
Particularly as pornography
seduces and habituates even well
educated men and women, vulnerable
boys and girls are increasingly at risk
from this growing molester constituency.
26
In the early 1990s the National
Institutes of Health luminary and Nobel
Prize winner, Dr. Carleton Gadjusek was convicted of child sexual abuse.
Gadjuseck imported young boys from the Third World, keeping them for
sexual service in exchange for a ‘better life.’
Washington, DC’s American University President Dr. Richard
Berendzen was convicted of terrorizing women with obscene phone calls,
seeking sex with their children. He traumatized one phone victim (while
using pornography at his presidential desk,) by claiming to have a four-yearold sex slave caged in his basement.
Forewarned by university authorities that the blue coats were about to
handcuff and drag him off to the local lockup, Berendzen ran the standard
legal dodge-- off to the Johns Hopkins sex clinic for “treatment.”
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Pronounced recovered two weeks later by those who still reflect the
pedophile bias of their founder, Dr. John Money (the sex founder of the Johns
Hopkins clinic for priests who don’t want to be reported) Berendzen gets a
slap on the wrist, is soon back lecturing to the next generation of AU grads
and emerges as a “recovered” victim, lecturing on his early incest abuse at
child protection conferences. The heroic woman who turned him in—an
incest victim herself—has to move from her home and never recovers from
her presidential violation. No lectureships for her.
Berendzen, like most
sexual psychopaths, would
try to protect his crimes by
collecting men around him
who hide similar secrets or
who are unquestioningly
obedient to authority. It may
not be coincidental then, that
in 1986, American
University psychology
department head Elliot
McGinnies, was turned in by
a nine-year-old girl who
reported him as molesting her
in his trailer at the Pine Tree
Nudist Colony in
Crownsville, Maryland.27
McGinnies also ran
the legal dodge—off to a
mental health clinic to clear
his reputation. Degrees in
higher education no longer
appear to work to restrain
many predatory child
molesters.
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SESAME members include direct victims of educator abuse and their
families, organized to inform Americans about the toxic fallout from giving
unquestioned authority to those in positions of educational guidance over
children.” During an era of serous sexual addiction and dysfunction,
estimated by some at as high as 50% of our male population and a smaller but
significant number of our female population,28 allowing any adult to provide
any kind of graphic sexual information to children, places those children at
risk.
An informed and sophisticated distrust of any who would give
children such material is vital to children’s health and welfare. When the
material given to the child by an educator (“librarian”) cannot be legally
provided by another adult under the law, the librarian or other educator who
provides this “harmful matter” is strongly suspect.
SESAME documents the charge that sexual assault of children is not
uncommon among educators, an establishment which includes the school and
public library. Up to 18% of boys and 80% of girls self-identified as
sexually abused as reported in the Journal of Education Research, including
14% who claimed sexual relations with an educator.
Whether these numbers are exaggerated or not, educator sexual abuse
is a major problem, increasing with the mainstreaming of pornographic
stimuli. Based on the foregoing as well as this latter concern, there is no
longer any justification for special rights for librarians to expose children to
“harmful matter.”29

Cases of Molesting Teachers, School Superintendents
Who would use a computer in a library to view pornography? What
well behaved and normal American would? Just a few examples:
A 55-year-old Chicago librarian was found with a suitcase full of
computer-generated images depicting children as young as 6 years old
performing various sexual acts.
http://www.nbc5.com/news/3985682/detail.html, December 9, 2004.
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A Louisiana State University science writer plead guilty sexual
exploitation, enticing for illegal sexual activity, and receiving and possessing
child pornography, bragged he "almost convinced one little virgin in Illinois
to come live with him." Brown’s log was entitled "love the kids." Associated
Press. December 12, 2994
theadvocate.com/stories/120704/new_check001.shtml
Another paroled pedophile who “downloaded child pornography from
computers at the [Chicago] Vernon Hills Public Library” was arrested after
he had allegedly “returned to the library in December to download” more
child pornography despite being confined to home due an earlier child
pornography conviction.30 A paroled pedophile at the Grand Rapids
Michigan Public Library was found “e-mailing nude photos of himself to a
14-year-old girl.”31
Sex abuse at premier American Boychoir School choir in Trenton
New Jersey—was once so pervasive at a prestigious Princeton music school
that administrators who raped and sodomized male boarding students thought
the molestation was part of producing a world-class choir, a lawyer for one
former student told the state Supreme Court. AP WorldStream, November
29, 2004.
A Washington DC Senate worker was found guilty of child porn
charges. Associated Press, October 20, 2004
The former coach of a Colorado girls basketball team accused of
having sex with his players made his first Colorado court appearance Friday
morning and learned that he may face as many as 100 counts related to the
alleged sexual assaults. The Associated Press August 20, 2004
A former Warwick High School girl's basketball and softball coach
has been arrested on sex crimes charges. He is accused of having a sexual
relationship with a 15-year-old girl. May allegedly started the relationship
over the Internet, then later had sexual relations with the teen at his home
when his wife and children were not home. The Associated Press August 19,
2004.
An Elementary school Educator Charged With Child Porn in
PORTSMOUTH, Virginia was charged with having images of nude youths
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and using his computer to solicit children. The Associated Press June 25,
2004.
A camp counselor was sentenced to 65 years in prison for taking
partially nude photographs of teen boys while they slept and sending them
through the Internet to a friend overseas. The Associated Press, “Internet
Child Porn Round Up Vol. 1, August 11, 2001,
davidburt@christianemail.com.

A Frederick County drama teacher was indicted in August on
federal child pornography charges. The Baltimore Sun, August 10, 2001.
The president of the Broward Teachers Union since 1979 was
charged with mailing Internet pornography to an undercover law enforcement
officer posing as a 14-year-old girl. Sun-Sentinel, Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
July 28, 2001, Broward Metro Edition.

A famous Norfolk County, Massachusetts doctor who “burned the
midnight oil cruising for sex on the Internet” was on trial for murdering his
wife, allegedly because she discovered his secret Internet sex life “eight
hours before she was murdered.” The Boston Globe, Mac Daniel, June 14,
2001.

A college professor was indicted for distributing thousands of images
of child pornography on the Internet…pandering obscenity involving a
minor, promoting prostitution, unauthorized use of property, wiretapping and
tampering with evidence. The Plain Dealer, Cleveland Ohio, October 27, 2001
Metro.

A Waukegan Wisconsin teacher was arrested for “using the Internet
to arrange a sexual encounter with an undercover police officer posing as a
14-year-old girl… child enticement and solicitation.” Chicago Daily Herald,
November 16, 2001, pg. 5.

A Fairhaven High School science and math teacher and divorced
father, engaged in on-line sex acts after having recruited teenage girls to
watch him. The Boston Globe, Megan Tench, August 18, 2001.
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A Perry, Iowa Middle School principal was charged with child
pornography and “sexual exploitation of a minor.” The Associated Press
October 24, 2001.

A Hammonton New Jersey school district superintendent was
arrested for sexually-explicit Internet conversations with what he thought was
a 13-year-old girl. The Associated Press October 26, 2001.
A Lowpoint-Washburn Illinois school superintendent used the
school district computer to view Internet pornographic sites. Copley News
Service, Illinois, also see the Peoria Journal Star, May 31, 2001

A Burrillville school superintendent and his alleged ex-lover,
director of a day care center, “exchanged sexually explicit pictures of
children in a series of e-mails while they were having an affair in the 1990s
“when the superintendent’s lover was president of the Parent Teacher
Organization.” The Associated Press, October 23, 2001.
A Pell City Board of Education chairman and Homewood,
Alabama chamber of commerce official with an office in the basement of
the Homewood public library plead guilty to Internet child pornography.
The Associated Press October 23, 2001.

A Sunday school teacher in Tulsa Oklahoma got more than 24 years
in prison for Internet-associated sex crimes against minors. The Tulsa World
October 16, 2001.

A school bus driver is charged with Internet child pornography
involving four boys…sodomy, aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse and
endangering the welfare of a child. This is a rare admission of boy victims
commonly obscured as “child.” The Associated Press November 13, 2001
APPLE VALLEY Math Teacher: San Bernardino found child
pornography on his home computer in Big Bear City. The Daily Press,
December 9, 2004
“Judge Molestation” “Ronald Craver Kline “An Orange County
Superior Court judge was indicted on federal charges of possessing child
pornography [and] lewd conduct with a 12-year-old boy. The City News
Service, Irvine California, January 10, 2000. Kline wrote one boy that he
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cared about him, requesting, "please not bring pajamas” on their planned
vacation. Los Angeles Times November 29, 2001, Orange County Edition,
Part 2; Page 3.
Waterbury Connecticut Mayor Philip Giordano, the Republican
who ran unsuccessfully against Senator Joseph Lieberman in the fall of 2001,
was arrested for using the Internet to “lure a minor under the age of 16 into
sex.” Boston Globe, “Arrest of mayor stuns Conn. City,” July 27, 2001

Now, Remember, both seminarians and the secular educators have
been sexually trained by the same Kinsey disciples for the last forty years.
Shakeshaft noted that the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops
found 10,667 young people reported as sexually mistreated by
priests over five decades, from 1950 to 2002. Her data seem to
indicate that about 290,000 students experienced some sort of
physical sexual abuse by a public school employee in one
decade, 1991 to 2000.
Despite the priest abuse scandal, many of these priests
having been “educated” by modern sexologists, the personnel
files of teachers are unlikely to be subpoenaed. Complaints by
the Catholic community are fair enough in that the question is
asked, why has the media ignored the Shakeshaft report? The
Catholic League for Religious and Civil Rights asked, “Isn’t it
news that the number of public school students who have been
abused by a school employee is more than 100 times greater than
the number of minors who have been abused by priests?32

A Case Study: Catholic Seminarians “Trained” by Kinseyan
Sexologists
Unfortunately, Catholic institutions long naively relied on the same
sexuality professionals that are teaching in our public, private and parochial
colleges and schools. These are “professionals” like PPs teenwire advisor
above. This profession has used Kinsey’s pansexual frauds to sweep aside
the traditional generative view of American--indeed Catholic--morality.
Specifically, many of the Church’s key sexuality advisors are entrenched
protagonists of Kinsey Institute propaganda.
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Michael Rose’s book, Good bye! Good Men, documents some
consequences of using Kinseyan-tainted sexology in Catholic institutions,
particularly in seminaries. Sexually harassed or dismissed seminarians
represent a class of potential plaintiffs for acts suffered under the auspices of
Kinseyan-tainted materials. I’ve written extensively on this issue, and have
urged that the Church faithful (the Catholic public) aim their lawsuit against
those who held themselves out as “sexperts;” those who were responsible for
eliminating the “orthodox” men who rejected homosexual experimentation as
legitimate Catholic theology.
These “training” materials were often used in seminary admissions
criteria, psychological testing, teaching, textbooks and ‘counseling’ by those
who falsely held themselves out as human sexuality experts. An unknown
number of candidates for the priesthood were drummed out by the sexualily
trained psychologists who rejected them as too “immature,” in rebuffing the
“diversity” being promoted by that psychologist or the hierarchy in that
diocese.
Thus did a few key homosexual Catholic leaders and Bishops destroy
the vocational aims of legitimate Catholics and limit the incoming priesthood
from the early 1970s on to (homosexual) pederasts and potential pederasts.
Two glaring examples stand out to illustrate how the Church’s
response to sexuality issues has fallen into the wrong hands.

First, on the evidence, many seminarians were trained in sexuality via
the program described in the previous chapter by George Leonard in Esquire,
called “Sexual Attitude Restructuring” (later, “Reassessment”)33 (SAR)
created by The Institute for the Advanced Study of Human Sexuality
(IASHS). The program as described by its creator, Kinsey co-author Wardell
Pomeroy, is called their “fu-karama,” up to 17 screens of simultaneous
pornography (hetero/homo/ bestial, child, in earlier years, etc). Remember?
The sensory overload culminated on Saturday night in a multimedia event called the Fu-korama...in the darkness...images of
human beings - and sometimes even animals — engaging in
every conceivable sexual act, accompanied by wails, squeals,
moans, shouts, and the first movement of the Tchaikovsky
Violin Concerto…seventeen simultaneous moving pictures...
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The student/victims sit together in the center of the room being
brainwashed, permanently, with these abusive stimuli. In Leonard’s case it
was a Saturday evening’s event. In real “training” it continue for days, even
weeks depending upon the advanced “degree” sought. Again, I have written
extensively on this issue, see my website.
Note the current degree available from
the IASHS in San Francisco! You can get a
state approved “Sexological Bodywork
Certificate,” called by the San Francisco
police chief a prostitution degree. The IASHS
course description explains that you can learn
“ecstatic and erotic states.” They point out
(are you listening Catholic faithful) that “The
erotic education is communal. Each person
touiches and coaches every other person ….
Diversity in sexual preference and gender” is
taught as are “masturbation skills.”
The course description is correct in that this certificate, as a course,
“would not have been possible even a decade ago.” Thanks to the ongoing
promotion of the Kinsey fraud, by his growing army of disciples, “what is
appropriate in erotic education have shifted.”
Now, home study (50 hrs) for this $2,475.000 “certificate” includes
baby massage instruction along with “erotic massage, sex coaching, anal
pleasure” and more. What is “baby massage” associated with “erotic
education” my good, fair readers?
IASHS former Academic Dean, Wardell Pomeroy, (now deceased),
Kinsey co-author and sometime sex partner34 is on record as seeking funds
from the “Adult Film Association annual convention in February of 1979” to
film child pornography (the IASHS already produced still child pornography
photos, sold and published by Hustler magazine).35 Pomeroy’s IASHS staff,
faculty and students also performed group, couple and lone illegal sexual
conduct for sexually explicit photos--including child pornography—
published by the IASHS as Meditations on the Gift of Sexuality (1977).36
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Second, according to The Boston Globe and The Advocate (a
homosexual periodical), a major Catholic Boston commission advisor on
child sex abuse issues is Fred Berlin, M.D. 37 In 1994 Dr.
Berlin was Course Director for a training program offered
to judges, “health professionals,” lawyers, legislators,
police officers and child advocacy workers. His course
taught, among other things, that “pedophilia . . . can be
effectively controlled with appropriate psychiatric
intervention.” To that end, Berlin and his mentor, John
Money, co-founded a celebrated sexual training and
treatment center, The Johns Hopkins Sexual Disorders
Clinic.38
Dr. Money was a dedicated Kinsey disciple and
the mentor for June Reinisch (the third Kinsey Institute
director). Money also served on the advisory boards of
the incest pushing Penthouse Forum and of the Kinsey
Institute.39 In an interview with the pedophile periodical,
The Journal of Paedophilia, John Money offered his
professional counsel that adult sex with children is
normal and often beneficial.
Dr. Money went on to say in the pedophile interview that
the Berlin/Money Sexual Disorders Clinic was designed to offer
“leeway to judges” to free convicted child abusers.40 For Money,
“decided regarding paedophilia [sic] that I would never report
anybody.”41
While many other eye opening details regarding Dr.
Money’s career could be listed, the above should suffice to
illustrate the problem facing the Catholic Church. In addition to
the Church reliance on advice from Dr. Berlin, the founder of St. Luke’s
Institute, Rev. Michael R. Peterson, M.D. (who died of AIDS), urges the
church to rely on Berlin, and Money in a 1985 paper, after warning the clergy
that:
[M]alpractice cases involve situations where clerics give advice
which is considered by the civil courts to be beyond their sphere
of expertise or competence. This advice allegedly causes
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catastrophic consequences (divorce, suicide) resulting in civil
suits.”42
[Money and Berlin,] the two mental health professionals are
considered by me and most people in the field as the two U.S.
experts and ones who have had good success in treatment of the
paraphilic disorders in the past fifteen years “ (circa 1970) at their
Clinic.43
Church advisers like Peterson, Money, Berlin and their institutional
sponsors such as Johns Hopkins University, The Kinsey Institute at Indiana
University, the Institute for the Advanced Study of Human Sexuality, etc., are
highly vulnerable for civil liability for medical malpractice, fraud, negligence
and other claims. Several articles from Maryland papers document Berlin’s
efforts to “exempt specialists from reporting pedophiles even when their
crimes continue during treatment.”44
Dr. Berlin’s claims of pedophile cures would mislead Church officials
regarding the safety of returning “treated” pederasts and pedophiles to work.
Indeed, even the Government Accounting Office’s 1996 report on sex
offenders--spanning 50 years and 500 therapeutic programs--found no form
of psychotherapy that actually stopped sexual predators.45
Knowing full well that pederasts and pedophiles habitually victimize
children, in the admissions protocol for their program, Berlin and Money
guarantee those engaged in past, present or future child sexual abuse, “We
will not, however, report to your Probation Officer information you tell us as
a part of the normal doctor-patient privileged relationship.” 46
By 1988 “at least eight men [were] convicted of sexually abusing
Maryland children while under treatment” at the Johns Hopkins clinic,” 47
supporting the Maryland Attorney General’s rejection of Dr. Berlin’s effort to
cover-up ongoing child abuse—by Maryland citizens. Such a guarantee
would similarly guarantee that Berlin’s coffers would remain very, very full.
Now, Dr. Paul McHugh, as former Johns Hopkins director of psychiatry
and a member of the Baltimore Archdiocese’s Independent Review Board on
Child Sexual Matters was fully supportive of Berlin’s efforts to protect even
active pedophiles in treatment at Johns Hopkins.48 Why? St Luke is a
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primary treatment center for priests battling personal sexuality issues, said
McHugh.49 That the current director, Rev. Stephen J. Rossetti, continues to
praise men such as Drs. Money and Berlin is chilling. Just as alarming is
Rossetti’s continued protection of his clinic’s predators from the authorities.
[In 1992] The Maryland attorney general's office has
contradicted one of its staff lawyers and allowed St. Luke
Institute, the Silver Spring psychiatric hospital that treats
Catholic priests who have sexually abused minors, to continue
its policy of not reporting suspected abuse to authorities if it
occurred outside Maryland.
St. Luke's policy has always been not to notify police when its
patients tell therapists about abuse that occurred outside
Maryland. The institute's officials maintained that they were
not legally required to make such reports, and they argued that
doing so would violate doctor-patient confidentiality.50
The Kinseyan wolves have provided guidance to Catholic leaders and
other religious denominations as to how to therapeutically manage
homosexuals and pedophile priests. With such educational training it should
not surprise that the problem of priest abuse, and of teacher abuse in general,
will worsen year by year.

SUMMARY
In sum, the attack on the American educational system began in
earnest in the 1940s with the work of Kinsey, Skinner and Bloom uniting
deviant sexuality with operant conditioning as an educational endeavor. The
Kinseyan sexuality dogma was proceeding throughout the school system, but
AIDS gave the sex miseducators free reign, under the cover of saving
children’s lives, to promote every form of deviant sex, and to visually display
sex throughout the school environment in the form of AIDS posters. The
American Library Association, tied to the pornography industry, has made
the local library a local peep show, with pornographers and pedophiles
reaping financial and rewards and child victims. In this eroticized school
culture, sexual abuse of students has exploded, seen in the research and the
emergence of survivor groups. The arrests of teachers, school
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superintendents and librarians have become almost commonplace, while
priest abuse turns out to be influenced also by Kinseyan seminarian training.
Next let us look at another costly result for the taxpayers and for the
general public of “uninhibited” Kinseyan sexuality: Rotten Research.
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